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EFFEMINATE PACIFISTS
AND
WAR-MONGERING WOMEN
Thoughts on War and Peace
in the
Long Eighteenth Century
Kathryn R. King

f like me you sometimes find yourselves dodging the
news these days, you may have missed the flap over the
aborted celebration of poetry at the White House last
month.' To recap, then, Laura Bush cancelled plans to host a sympo
sium in honor of American poetry set for 12 February 2003 when she
got wind that some of the invited poets were planning to use the
occasion to criticize the administration's plans for war in Iraq. The
disinvitation, as it was soon called, generated much astonished reaction
to the First Lady's claim that there is "nothing political about American
literature," and it launched a vigorous movement of Poets against the
War as well. Some of the spirit of opposition is captured in Lawrence
' A version of this essay was delivered as the Laura Crouch Memorial Lecture at the annual
meeting of the South Central Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies in Fort Worth, 7 March
2003. My thanks to Kathy Barone and Patrick Sessions at the University of Montevallo
Carmichael Library for their research assistance.
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Ferlinghetti's flat assertion that a poet is "by definition" an "enemy of
the state and everything the state does, and one of its primary activities,
which is war."^
The assumption that any self-respecting poet would choose to
stand outside the state and against the war goes largely unquestioned in
our own time. At last count some 15,000 poets had contributed poems
to the "Poets against the War" website and in so doing, the website tells
us, they "have honored a long and rich tradition of thoughtful and
moral opposition by poets and other artists to senseless and murderous
policies."' Like many long and rich traditions, this one is of fairly
recent vintage. The link between poetry and antiwar feeling that seems
nearly inevitable in our own moment would have made little sense to,
say, Richard Blackmore. In 1706, inspired by Marlborough's successes
in Flanders, he asked, "How can a Muse, that Albion loves, forbear / To
sing the Wonders of the glorious War?""* Or to Aaron Hill. In 1731 he
thrilled to think that in the present mood of popular bellicosity ^'states,
unwarlike, may, to War, be ftr'd."^ Or to Edmund Burke, who later
recorded that the national war-fever that had forced Walpole into
hostilities with Spain had been "inflamed" by "the greatest poets of the
time."'
Since at least World War I, a war poet in the West is almost by
definition a poet who registers a protest of one sort or another against
war. For most of the centuries preceding our own, however, a war poet
honored, celebrated, even inflamed war feeling. The historical
transformations effecting shifts in outlook on matters of war and peace
have resulted in other realignments. The nexus often assumed between
women and pacifism or nonmilitarism is little evident in the eighteenth
century, at least not before its closing decades. For ready symbols of
warlike English triumphalismin the first half of the century commenta
tors turned to Elizabeth I or Spenser's Britomart; for pacific weakness
^ Quoted in Steve Gorman, "U-S. Poets Organize Anti-War Protest,"Reuters release,1 February
2003.
' See vrw~w.poetsagainstthewar.org.
* "Advice to the Poets," 11. 556-57, in Richard Blackmore, A Collection of Poems on Various
Subjects (London; Browne and Walthoe, 1718), 33.
^ "Advice to the Poets," 1. 242, in The Works of the Late Aaron Hill (London, 1753), 221.
' Edmund Burke, Three Letters—on the Proposals for Peace with the Re^cide Directory ofFrance
(1796), in TheWriting and Speeches of Edmund Burke sa 12 vols. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1901),
5: 288.
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and effeminate accommodation they put forth Walpole, to whose other
sins in the eyes of his contemporaries must be added the disgust
engendered by a foreign policy that sought cooperation with other
powers and consistently emphasized the financial advantages of peace.
For truly "manly" national leadership and the desired posture of
belligerence, Britons at mid-century had to look overseas to Austria
where Maria Theresa used armed force to maintain her empire or Spain
where the burningly ambitious Elizabeth Farnese showed herself
nothing loathe to spill whatever blood was needed to satisfy her
dynastic ambitions. Things were not, it would seem, as they now are.
My paper is a preliminary meditation on themes of war and peace
in the long eighteenth century. It is also, inescapably, a meditation on
the role which those of us in eighteenth-century studies might play in
the effort to think in new ways about peace and war in our own time.
I am guided in this endeavor by observations published nearly two
decades ago by feminist political philosopher Jean Bethke Elshtain.
Engagement with "questions of war and political thought," she wrote,
requires "recognition of the powerful sway of received narratives": the
"concepts through which we think about war, peace, and politics get
repeated endlessly, shaping debates, constraining consideration of
alternatives, perhaps reassuring us that things cannot really be much
different than they are."^ My talk is a reminder that, in fact, things have
been much different than they are and that they can therefore be more
different still. Reflection upon ideas about war and peace in the
eighteenth century, capable of delivering salutary shocks of recognition
and nowrecognition, may help us today to think outside the entrenched
oppositions between men and women, war and peace, feminism and
militarism, warriors and victims. To cite Elshtain (with Sheila Tobias),
such work may lend itself to a much needed national conviction that "a
transformed polity might find it within itself to break the deadlock
between war/peace; warriors/victims."^

' Jean Bethke Elshtain, Meditations on Modem Political Thought: Masculine/Feminine Themes
from Luther toArendt (University Park; Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), 112.
'Jean Bethke Elshtain and Sheila Tobias,preface. Women, Militarism, and War: Essays inHistory,
Politics, and Social Theory, ed. Jean Bethke Elshtain and Sheila Tobias (Savage: Rowman and
Littlefield, 1990), xi.
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^ "Gun, Drum, Trumpet,
Blunderbuss & Thunder" ^
Let us begin with a refresher course in eighteenth-century poetry.
Poetry in the first half of the century was not, generally speaking, the
reflection on personal experience we have come to expect today. (It is
inconceivable that a soldier in one of Marlborough's campaigns could
have written anything remotely resembling the poetry of a Wilfred
Owen, a Siegfried Sassoon, or a Yusef Komunyakaa.) Aspiring poets,
poets with any kind of cultural ambition or hope for patronage, cast
themselves as public and even partisan poets. They stressed public over
private themes, heroic ideals over actual experience, grand dynastic
myth over quiet moments of reflection, official truths over private selfdoubts. Their poetry at its most elevated was partisan, propagandistic,
and unabashedly martial.
The foregoing applies to women, as well. All three poets in that
great pro-Stuart triumvirate—Aphra Behn, Jane Barker, and Anne
Finch— wrote in support of the royal family. At their most ceremo
nial, in their coronation odes and royal elegies, for example, they spoke
as "publick Heraulds of Immortal Fame" in verse designed to memorial
ize the military prowess and achievements of one or both Stuart
brothers.' Their contemporary and fellow court poet Anne Killigrew
did not live long enough to write a royal elegy, but she did begin her
poetic career in Virgilian fashion with a (failed) attempt at a martial
epic, which she called Alexandreis.
The generation of largely whiggish poets that moved into the
cultural mainstream after 1688 advanced a self-consciously new,
deliberately progressive, expansively nationalistic literary program
based in part upon the poetic enshrinement of Whig wars and Whig
soldier-heroes, especially William III and Marlborough.'" Joseph
Addison, in "The Campaign" (1705), found in the "ten thousand

' The phraseis from Anne Finch's"An Elegy on the Death of K.James. By a Lady." The elegy
is reprinted in Carol Barash, English Women's Poetry, 1649-1714: Politics, Community, and
Linguistic Authority (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 308-13.
See David Womersley's introduaion to Augustan Critical Writing, ed. David Womersley
(London: Penguin Books, 1997).
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wonders" of Marlborough's victories over the French matter for
nothing less than a modern national epic, an English Iliad:
Fir'd and transported with a theme so new,
Ten thousand wonders op'ning to my view
Shine forth at once; sieges and storms appear.
And wars and conquests fill th' important year.
Rivers of blood I see, and hills of slain.
An Iliad rising out of One campaign."
Ah, those rivers of blood and hills of slain. Addison's "Campaign"
exhibits with great clarity the bloodthirsty tendencies of the genre
David Womersley has aptly termed the "Battle Hymns of the Junto
Whigs."" The imagery of carnage drawn almost at random from this
poem marks out an intensely poeticized topography of slaughter in
which bodies are transformed into landscapes and persons into
undifferentiated heaps of carnal refuse: "fields of death," "streams of
blood," "rivers of blood," "seas of blood," "floods of gore," "bloody
whirlpools," "hills of slain," "showers of bullets," "storms of fire,"
"mountains of slain,""heaps on heaps" of the dead. Elsewhere Addison
invokes the glamor of battlefield violence as he imagines the "exalted
rage" with which Edmund Waller might have rendered the bloodshed
at the Boyne: "What scenes of death and horror had we view'd, / And
how had Rom's wide current reek'd in blood!""
Whiggish men pitched their poetic tents on fields of gore, yes, but
surely women of the pen sought higher, less blood-spattered ground?
While it is true that the giddying spectacle of mass slaughter celebrated
by Addison has no exact analogue in poetry by Whig women, it does
not follow that their poetry exhibits the pacific tendencies supposedly
natural to women. Take, for example, Elizabeth Singer, better known
to scholars today as the pious Mrs. Rowe. Famous for the otherworldly
devotional writings of her later years. Singer Rowe emerged onto the
literary scene in the early 1690s as the "Pindarick Lady," a fervent

" "The Campaign" (1705),11.7-12, in A. C. Guthkelch, ed.. The Miscellaneous Works of Joseph
Addison in 2 vols. (1914; rpt. St. Clair Shores: Scholarly Press, 1978), 1:1957.
Womersley, Augustan Critical Writing, xxiii.
" Addison, "An Account of the Greatest English Poets" (1694), Guthkelch, Works, 34.
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champion of William III. ("WILLIAM's a Name, you're Fated to
Record, / No Pen but yours can match the Heroes Sword," gushed an
admiring fellow Williamite in a commendatory poem that proclaims
the happy affinity between female pen and male sword.)" One of her
earliest poems to receive public notice commemorated the victory of
that "War-like Prince" at the Boyne, a favorite topic of the Whig poets.
William's martial prowess is associated with a male potency expressed
in the aggressively virile image of the torrent ("like an Angry Torrent
[he] forc't his way / Through all the Horrors that in Ambush lay).""
Another of her William poems ends with a fierce call for mihtary
triumph that assumes the Whig identity of a deity only too pleased to
inflict crushing military might and humiliating punishment upon
anyone who dares to oppose the king.
So now, great God, wrapt in avenging Thunder,
Meet thine and William's Foes, and tread them groveling under."
One wonders whether this faith-based call to military victory might
have gained approval in Laura Bush's White House.
The familiar nexus between poetry and war-opposition, women
and antimilitarism, cannot then be said to exist in any easily recogniz
able way in our period. In fact, women poets of every political stripe
had words of praise for military force, fighting men, and warrior kings,
and they had no problem enlisting themselves on the side of the popular
bellicosity. I stress this point because, as many thoughtful feminists
have argued, neither the cause of peace nor the cause of women appean
to have been significantly advanced by the persistent association of the
two. As has been observed, "Although women have long been
identified with antiwar and antimilitaristic efforts...they appear to have
had little overall effect on the political culture of war/peace."''

" "To the Author of these Poems, Known only by Report, and by her Works" appeared
anonymously in Singer's Poems on Several Occasions. Written by Philomela (1696).
"Upon King William's passing the Boyn," 11. 17-18, in Madeleine Forell Marshall, ed.. The
Poetry of Elizabeth Singer Rowe (1674-1737) (Lewiston; The Edwin Mellen Press, 1987), 111.
" "A Pindarick Poem on Habbakuk," in Marshall, ed.. Poetry of Elizabeth Singer Rowe, 138.
" Elshtain, Women, Militarism, and War, ix.
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^ "The life of a modern soldier is ill
represented by heroick fiction" ^
The "heroick fictions" of war that served the cause of militarism,
national superiority, and imperial expansion in the eighteenth century
also served to provoke important literary counterstatements intended
to expose the human cost of war, so often elided in the heroic tradition.
Many examples might be cited, but today I want to direct attention to
two writers who challenged in especially memorable ways their
culture's rush to martial assertion. The first, Samuel Johnson
(1709-1784), is a supremely familiar figure, of course, but the powerful
indictment of war-mongering found in his "Thoughts on the Late
Transactions Respecting Falkland's Islands" (1771) is not nearly as
familiar as it should be. The essay is all the more remarkable in light of
Johnson's earlier allegiance to the Patriot cause, a cause which in his
time (as indeed in ours?) is little distinguishable from hawkishness, a
friendliness to war. To understand Johnson's turnabout from hawk to
dove, a brief digression on mid-century Patriotism is helpful.
Debates on matters of war and peace in the eighteenth century
were seldom conducted on moral or humanitarian grounds. They were
bound up instead in that great overriding concern of who will shoulder
the financial burden. The period saw the beginnings of what has been
called the "military-fiscal state. As standing armies grew in size,
military activities in expense, military conflict in geographical scope,
and the national debt in extent, the question on the minds of taxpayers
was, who will pay? The "rage of party"in the reign of Queen Anne was
in great part a dispute between the landed interest and the monied
interest over, as LawrenceStone puts it, "who were the beneficiaries and
who the sufferers from a wartime economy."^' By 1720 these specifi
cally partisan tensions had eased, but as the decade wore on they were
replaced by increasingly open antagonism to Walpole and his allegedly
corrupt and certainly ascendant "prime" ministry.

"John Brewer, The Sinews of Power:War, Money and the English State, 1688-1783 (Cambridge.:
Harvard University Press, 1990).
" Lawrence Stone, Introduaion, An Imperial State at War: Britain from 1689 to 1813, ed.
Lawrence Stone (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), 11.
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As opposition to Walpole mounted, so did the clamor for militaiy
action against Britain's commercial rival, Spain. By the 1730s tte
national campaign for war against Spanish "insults" had become tte
centerpiece of a noisy, righteous, moralistic, jingoistic, and even
crusading Patriot opposition to Walpole and his generally pacific
foreign policy. Sir Robert Walpole has taken so many beatings from
writers so widely admired in our period, writers ranging from Jonathan
Swift to Henry Fielding to Eliza Haywood, that it feels a bit odd to
bring him forward now as an object of admiration, but Walpole must
be credited with recognizing that the interests of the country were best
served by trade and the interests of trade best served by peace. But
inflamed by the battle cries of war-infatuated poets, as Burke would
later observe, the country demanded war. According to Christine
Gerrard, by the late 1730s "a significant part of the nation" saw Walpole
not as a "symbol of peace and prosperity but of pusillanimity and
corruption. Even Pope turned from a peace poet into a war poet."®
The general feeling that England under Walpole was slipping into
weakness, effeminacy, and national shame and that nothing short of a
reassertion of military might would restore the nation's moral fiber
shapes this Patriot lamentation in James Thomson's Edward and
Eleonora (1739):
Behold us almost broken to the Yoke,
Robb'd of our antient Spirit, sunk in Basesness,
At home corrupted, and despis'd abroad.
Behold our Wealth consum'd, those Treasures squander'd.
That might protect and nourish wholesom Peace,
Or urge a glorious War.^'
Looking back on these days of patriotic war-fever Samuel Johnson was
reported to have said that Walpole "was the best minister this coimtry
ever had; as, if we would have let him [he speaks of his own violent
faction], he would have kept the country in perpetual peace."^
Christine Gerrard, The Patriot Opposition to Walpole: Politics, Poetry, and National Myth,
172^-1742 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 8-9.
J antes Thomson, Edward and Eleonora (London: Millar, 1739), 20.
Boswell's Life of Johnson, ed. George Birkbeck Hill, rev. L. F. Powell, 6 vols. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1964), 5: 339, n. 3.
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In 1771 Johnson wrote one of the strongest statements of anti-war
feeling that I have seen, from this period or any other. His remarkable
pamphlet "Thoughts on the Late Transactions Respecting Falkland's
Islands" contributes to the Tory critique of war-as-gain in its scathing
portrait of war profiteers as "men who, without virtue, labour, or
hazard" laugh and grow rich at their desks "while they are adding figure
to figure, and cipher to cipher, hoping for a new contract from a new
armament, and computing the profits of a siege or tempest."" The
pamphlet is also an older man's reassessment of the damaging effects to
the nation of patriot campaigns for war. He looks back in sorrow and
anger at nearly half a century of "patriotic" war-mongering, the
product of a "noisy faction which has too long filled the kingdom,
sometimes with the roar of empty menace, and sometimes with the yell
of hypocritical lamentation" (363). He also provides a generalized
reflection upon war as "the last of remedies" which speaks powerfully
to our situation today. The passage is long, but in view of the present
American patriotic call for war, it deserves to be quoted in full:
As war is the last of remedies, cunctaprius tentanda, all lawful
expedients must be used to avoid it. As war is the extremity
of evil, it is surely the duty of those whose station intrusts
them with the care of nations, to avert it from their charge.
There are diseases of animal nature which nothing but
amputation can remove; so there may, by the depravation of
human passions, be sometimes a gangrene in collective life for
which fire and the sword are the necessary remedies; but in
what can skill or caution be better shewn than preventing
such dreadful operations, while there is yet room for gentler
methods? (370)
One wishes Johnson were with us today.
No less impressive is the intensely imagined rendering of the
human reality of war with which Johnson challenges the distortions
promulgated by the "heroick fictions" that fill the battle hymns of the

" Samuel Johnson, The Yale Edition of the Works of Samuel Johnson: Volume 10: Political
Writings, ed. Donald J. Greene (New Haven and London; Yale University Press, 1977), 371.
Subsequent references will be indicated parenthetically in the text.
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patriot nation, so noisy with "Gun, Drum, Trumpet, Blunderbuss &
Thunder."^'' Indeed, Johnson uses Addison's "Campaign" to set up his
point that the "life of a modern soldier is ill represented by heroick
fiction." The passage that follows, judged by Boswell one of the most
eloquent statements on the miseries of war ever written, is certainly as
penetrating as anything I've read on the subject, and it is unusual, I
believe, in showing that the most difficult and indeed horrific parts of
a soldier's existence take place away from actual combat. Death, the
reader is reminded, occurs not only on the battlefield but also in tents
and ships; it is delivered not by guns only but also by disease, starva
tion, foul water, and poor sanitation. His words:
War has means of destruction more formidable than the
cannon and the sword. Of the thousands and ten thousands
that perished in our late contests with France and Spain, a
very small part ever felt the stroke of an enemy; the rest
languished in tents and ships, amidst damps and putrefaction;
pale, torpid, spiritless, and helpless; gasping and groaning,
unpitied among men made obdurate by long continuance of
hopeless misery; and where at last whelmed in pits, or heaved
into the ocean, without notice and without remembrance. By
incommodious encampments and unwholesome station,
where courage is useless, and enterprise impracticable, fleets
are silently dispeopled, and armies sluggishly melted away.
(370-1)
Absent are abstractions like "glory" and "honor," poetic language like
"foe" and "gore"—a curious fact: the word gore, as in blood shed in
carnage, is said by the OED to be "poetical"—usages that dull the mind
to the concrete realities of war. War-the-abstraction is washed away by
the solvent of Johnson's Latinate but completely unheroic language.
Nor did the Jacobite poet and early novelist Jane Barker
(1652-1732) have much use for the "heroick." Several of her male
relatives were involved in the fighting in the early 1690s between the
forces of James 11 and William of Orange. She drew upon her anxieties

" The line is from Pope's "First Satire of the Second Book of Horace." The target of his satire
is Sir Richard Blackmore.
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for them to write some remarkable manuscript verses that go straight
to the human realities of war. For the vacuously heroic she substitutes
the homely and the particular, and the result is a handful of strangely
affecting poems that, like Johnson's very different generalized prose
statement, serve to concretize the experience of war. Modern in their
understanding that the casualties of war extend to civilians as well as
combatants, to women as well as men—to wives, sisters, cousins,
daughters, children—Barker's verses-against-war are also unusual, I'm
inclined to say singular, in their empathic attention to the corporeal
consequences of war, to the body's pain, suffering, and disfigurement.
Take, for example. Barker's treatment of the Battle of the Boyne.
She pays tribute to the courage of those who stood while others fled, as
one might expect, but where more war-friendly poets dilate upon the
brave nobility thus exhibited. Barker stresses instead the bodily cost of
courage, the loss of "armes" and "leggs" of the soldiers who defended
James. The Boyne is a human disaster:
Some with lost armes, and some with leggs of wood.
Crying they lost those limbs because they stood.
When others fled, at Boyn's unluckey flood.^'
Elsewhere in this same poem she touches on the almost overwhelming
misery of the wives, children, and mothers of the men who are slain in
battle:
The wives at home expire with greater pain.
One to the grave by pestilence is borne
The other is at home by famin torne
Some search the ditches, and on carrion feast,
Whilst others, like that mighty king oth' East
Take their repast, amongst th'admiring beasts.
They to accomplish all their misery,
Curss god, themselves, fate, orange, and so dy.^'
25
"The Miseries of St. Germains,"11.59-61, in The GalesiaTrilogy andSelected Manuscript Poems
ofJane Barker,ed. Carol Shiner Wilson (New York and Oxford:Oxford UniversityPress, 1997),
305. For a discussion of Barker's manuscript verse,see myJane Barker,Exile: A Literary Career
167S-172S (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), chapter three.
Wilson, Galesia Trilogy, 303.
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In another poem, Barker speaks in the voice of a soldier who managed
to escape from imprisonment by William's forces:
Then prisond, menac'd, tortured amongst them
At last we scap'd by many a stratagem.
Our naked bodys divers rivers cross'd,
And hiding in the woods, were often lost.
And our poor limbs, e'vn rotte'd off with frost.^'
In a poem to her cousin, a colonel in James's army, on the occasion of
his return home after the defeat of the Jacobite forces in Ireland, she
acknowledges the glory to be won in war—her cousin's military
accomplishments "fill'd fames mouth"; she was proud to hear him
"nam'd, as one half diefy'd" (that is, deified)—but puts the stress upon
the "thousand fears" with which she had struggled while he was engaged
in combat. She wishes now that the fighting could have concluded
much earlier:
Since Irlands loss, has brought you on our coast
Methinks I wish, it had long since been lost,...
Alas, I drew no pleasure from that pride.
To hear you nam'd, as one half diefy'd.
How you'd defended this, or that town fortifi'd....
For of this glory, I was still affraid.
And not for it, but for your safty prayd.^'
Her greatest pains, however, come from the false report of his death:
But when (good god) I heard that you were slain.
My sighs and tears, made then a hurricane.
To wreck my heart, and overset my brain.
And thinking praiers, for you all useless were,
I to you as my saint address'd my prayr.
"Fidelia in France meets one of Portsmoth officers," Magdalen MS,Magdalen College Oxford,
f. 27v.
"To My dear cosen Coll— at his return out of Irland into france," 11. 1-2, 7-9, 14-15, in
Wilson, Calesia Trilogy, 300-301. Line numbers of further references to this poem are indicated
parenthetically in the text.
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For such must they be who fall in this war.
Your little son and I, then mix'd our tears,
As we before had done our hopes and fears,
The little knave, still play'd the gentle thief.
And spight of me, rob'd me of half my grief,
I dayly saw your figure in his face.
And in him springing my dear mothers race
Which carfully I cherish'd as I cou'd.
As the last stream of Connocks blood.
For I ne'er thought to see his brother more. (11. 22-36)
Now that he is returned she is able to acknowledge her empathic
connection with his sufferings, which she expresses here with an
intensity resembling that found in love lyrics:
For, be assur'd, of all your suffrings.
Wounds, hunger, nakedness, and other things.
We bore a part, though seas did us divide
Such is loves force, when like ours rarifi'd.
Then think not strange, that now we'r overjoy'd.
Your safe arival, gives us joy compleat. (11. 42-47)
A poem set at the time of Monmouth's rebelhon (1685), "Fidelia alone
lamenting her parents lately dead," also includes a passage of empathic
identification with men on the battlefield. The speaker imagines several
generations of male relations dying and projects herself out onto the
ground among their dying bodies, where she can hear the bulletsfly and
even feel them in her own flesh:
Alas! methinks I hear the bullets fly;
I see a cousin wounded, brother dy;
I hear my aged Uncles dying groans.
And see by's side, his grandson's shattered bones:
Nay I not only see, and hear, but feel
In my poor tender heart, th'obdurate steel.
Whilst all the fields with bodyes coverd o'er.
And all the riv'lets running with fresh gore.
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As if Barbarians had been on our shoar.^'

One looks in vain for the glory of the battlefield in Barker; one finds
instead maimed and broken bodies, rotten flesh, the misery of survivors.
"Where does her insight into the cost of war come from, I wonder. Part
of the answer may lie in her Jacobite allegiance and viewpoint. As a
Stuart supporter she was the adherent of a lost cause. Her side lost a
throne, lost at the Boyne, lost the war in Ireland; many Jacobites lost
even their homes and country when they followed their ousted king
into exile, as Barker did. If defeat awakens one to an awareness of
human vulnerabilities, then it is not surprising that a Jacobite poet like
Barker would pause to reflect upon the human side of war. Mytholo
gies of heroism, the very stuff of the panegyrical war-mongering
propagandistic verse of her time, collapses in Barker's lines into a
chastened understanding of the actualities of everyday wounded life.

^ "A detailed study of eighteenth-century
attitudes to war remains to be written" ^
It's a bit odd, when you think about it, that we have no systematic
study of attitudes toward war and peace in Britain the eighteenth
century.^" It was there and then that the modern military state first
emerged, and there and then that the first stirrings of organized pacifism
as we understand it today can be detected, say the historians of peace.
If you want to write the history of the modern peace movement, the
eighteenth century is where you start. For it was over the course of our
long century that the entrenched fatalism that defined nearly all
previous thinking about war began at last to break down. Earlier, we
are told by peace historian Michael Ceadel, it was widely and deeply
believed that people "could do nothing to limit the incidence of war";

" "Fidelia alone lamenting her parents lately dead, and her relations gone into the west against
Monmoth,"11.7-15, in The Poems of]aneBarker: The Magdalen Manuscript,ed. Kathryn R.King
(Oxford: Magdalen College Occasional Paper 3, 1998), 28.
Martin Ceadel, TheOrigins of War Prevention-. The British Peace Movement and International
Relations, 1730-1814 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996). The epigraph for this section comes
from Ceadel, 16.
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war, as another historian puts it, "was regarded as a fact of life and as a
useful instrument of diplomacy, not as a problem."^*
Fatalism can exist alongside the most deeply felt revulsion against
war, as Ceadel and others have pointed out. Anne Killigrew, a poet as
gloomy in her view of human nature as any of the better known Tory
satirists, offers a highly generalized vision of the tragic destructiveness
of war that begins: "I see, I see thousands in Battle slain, / The Dead and
Dying cover all the Plain" (37). But her portrait of collective violence
belongs to that fatalism that regards evils such as mass slaughter as an
inevitable part of the human condition. The poem is, in fact, called
"The Miseries of Man," its purpose being to take stock of the round of
ills to which the "wretched, truly wretched Human Race" is subject.^^
Nearly a half a century later Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, gazing at an
actual battlefield, was brought to similar moralized reflections. Seeing
a field "strew'd with the Skulls and Carcases of unbury'd Men, Horses
and Camels," she thinks upon the "Injustice of War, that makes
murther not only necessary but meritorious." But war, foolish and
unjust though it is, is rooted in human nature and thus inevitable: "I am
a good deal inclin'd to beleive Mr. Hobbs that the State of Nature is a
State of War.""
The fatalism so marked in Killigrew, Montagu, and countless
others began after mid-century to give way to greater confidence that
governments could avoid military conflict if they so chose and that an
activist citizenry could put pressure on "reluctant governments to settle
at least some disputes peacefully."" The last quarter of the century in
Britain saw the beginnings of peace activism. The War of American
Independence occasioned in England what Ceadel identifies as the "first
modern anti-war protests"; and the final decade of the century saw the
emergence of the first bona fide organized peace movement, a "spas-

" Ceadel, Origins of War Prevention, 1; Kalevi J. Holsti, Peace and War: Armed Conflicts and
International Order 1648-1989 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 113. Ceadel
calls fatalism "the most inEuential theory of international relations of all time" (4).
" Poems by Mrs. AnneKilligrew (1686;Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars" Facsimiles andReprints, 1967),
37.
" Robert Halsband,ed.. The Complete Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu(Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1965-67), 1: 305.
" Ceadel, Origins of War Prevention, 2.
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modic, diffuse, but intermittently vigorous campaign against the war
with France which had broken out in 1793."^'
One quick digression that isn't. Why did the alliance between
pacifism and progressivism that took hold in Britain fail to catch on in
the United States in the nineteenth century? Why in fact did the spirit
of popular belligerence thrive on this side of the Atlantic to a degree
unknown in England or even, perhaps, on the continent? It is sobering
to come upon an observation from liberal MP Richard Cobden in 1851
that the principle of peace in international relations is in "far more
danger...from the war spirit in the United States than in Europe."'^
I hope that before too long some of us will begin to write that
study of eighteenth-century imaginings of peace that waits to be
written. More immediately, I hope that many of us will explore in our
scholarship and in our teaching some of the ways that the texts,
insights, and approaches of eighteenth-century studies can contribute to
peace thinking. For the remainder of this talk I will consider the way
classroom discussion of a text familiar to many of us, Aphra Behn's
Oroonoko, might lend itself to the cause of peace advocacy in our own
time.

^ "They slash on till one gives out, and
many have died in this debate" ^
Oroonoko is chock full of commentary on war. Much of it, especially
in the heroic first half set in an exoticized African setting among a
people "very warlike and brave," makes the standard associations among
manliness, heroism, and martial prowess.^'' The eponymous hero, no
less distinguished on the field of Mars than on the bed of Venus, is the
moral superior of his ancient, sexually enfeebled grandfather, the king,
not only because he can perform the sexual act with Imoinda—Oroo
noko "ravished in a moment what his old grandfather had been
endeavouring for so many months" (25)—but also because he can

Ceadel, 164, 11.
" Quoted in Ceadel, 14.
" Oroonoko and Other Writings, ed. Paul Salzman (Oxford: World's Classics, 1994), 9-10.
Subsequent references to Oroonoko are from this edition and will be indicated parenthetically
in the text.
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perform on the battlefield in ways not available to his grandfather, who
"being old" was "not able to defend himself in war" (28). Yet the
second and endlessly disturbing half of the book, the part set in
Surinam, gives us martial valor from a different angle, the angle of
defeat. Oroonoko, mighty warrior and potent lover, is now a slave and
powerless to protect himself, his wife, or their unborn child. Starting
with that moment of treachery on board the ship, he is made to
experience, as mighty princes seldom do, his vulnerability; and for the
remainder of the book he is forced to experience the daily humiliations
of powerlessness. He leads no wars in Surinam, not even a slave
"revolt," only a failed attempt at escape. For his pains he is whipped
and finally dismembered, giving up his testicles—his manhood—first.
Through it all Behn puts a disconcerting emphasis upon the mortal
failings of the body. Imoinda's corpse rots, the smell is "loathsome"
(69); Oroonoko's body, after he tries to disembowel himself, begins to
stink as well; the "earthly smell about him" was "so strong" that the
narrator flees his presence (71). The seemingly invulnerable warriorbody of the African prince becomes in Surinam the locus of decay and
humiliation.
Returning to Oroonoko these days I find myself wanting to read its
events in the light of America in the aftermath of 9/11. America, a
mighty warrior-prince, suddenly plunged into the uncertainties and
vulnerabilities once reserved for the defeated. Oroonoko tries to
reclaim his glory; he ends up dead and dismembered. An instructor
might ask her students to explore the parallels between Oroonoko's
doomed attempts to regain his honor and the efforts of our current
administration to reassert American might; and to consider in the light
of Oroonoko's failures the Bush administration's campaign to cover
over the vulnerabilities exposed so gapingly in the attack on the Twin
Towers—through rhetoric, through oft-aired displays of American
bombing might over the mountains of Tora Bora, through the promise
of a swift and certain victory over Saddam Hussein, through plastic and
duct tape if necessary.
Mind you, I'm not making fun of our administration, at least not
entirely. So long as vulnerability shares quarters with shame and defeat
in the national mind, so long as we as a polity look to governments to
make us safe at virtually any cost, so long as the realpolitik narrative of
war as inevitable remains largely unchallenged, so long as the citizens
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of this country remain emotionally swayed by the logic that says, hey,
our troops are already there, to back down now means a loss of national
prestige, so long as these predispositions toward a delusory but
comforting state-assured security remain in place, I'm not sure
administrations of any party can be expected to behave much differ
ently than we see today.
Ah, but at this juncture one appreciates anew the beauty of literary
study. Literature permits the contemplation of imagined alternatives
not available to realpolitiknics or careerist securicrats. Aphra Behn, for
example, proposes for our consideration another way of thinking about
war and peace in the brief episode in which we learn of the Surinam
practice of war. Aspirants demonstrate they are worthy of leading an
army by acts of violence directed at their own bodies. One may cut off
a nose, and to best him another will remove lips and eye, and so it
goes— "they slash on till one gives out, and many have died in this
debate" (56). Oroonoko is shocked by what he sees when he first visits
a coimcil of the great war captains; "some wanted their noses, some
their lips, some both noses and lips, some their ears, and others cut
through each cheek with long slashes through which their teeth
appeared" (55). The narrator calls this a "passive valour" and says it is
a kind of "courage too brutal to be applauded by our black hero" (56).
But I like it. There's much I would enjoy talking about with a
class—the vision of a military leadership that sacrifices parts of its own
body before leading others into battle, the inescapable recognition of
the cost in flesh of armed conflict, the implications of a policy we might
call Mutual Assured Dismemberment. When Oroonoko first sees these
"frightful marks" he concludes they must be the result of "rage or
malice, rather than wounds got in noble battle" (55). One of the effects
of this episode is to make visible, to the warrior-prince and to the
reader, the "frightful marks" of the violence and force that in the heroic
world of noble battle remain largely unseen. This episode disturbs the
inherited narratives about martial glory that are enacted, but also
perhaps mocked, in the main narrative.
The episode has one final implication that I will mention by way
of conclusion. Elshtain writes of Nietzsche that he was, in some of his
writings, the spokesman for "the virtue of restraint and refusal to bring
all one's power to bear." It was Nietzsche, she reminds us, who
"proclaimed the way out of armed peace—the only way—[is] to be a
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people distinguished by their wars and victories who, from strength,
'break the sword,' thereby giving peace a chance."'® In a recent issue of
The Chronicle of Higher Education Richard Rorty makes a similar point.
"Whether the next decades of American history will seem splendid or
shameful to our great-grandchildren depends upon whether we use the
end of the cold war simply as an occasion to consolidate our own power
or instead to issue a call for diminishing the sovereignty of individual
nation-states, including our own.""
Samuel Johnson, Jane Barker, Aphra Behn. They are important to
us today in part because they remind us it is possible to imagine war
and peace in ways that glance outside the narratives about war one
inherits. Invoking this still largely unwritten history of new imaginings
will not stop this war, or the next one. But it might, if we give it a try,
embed peace thinking in history and, in so doing, build a conceptual
alternative to the dominant view that today constructs war as inevitable.''° To give peace a chance we must give it a past, and I hope you'll
agree that there is no more appropriate place to start than in our own
work in the long eighteenth century.

" Elshtain,Meditations, 111.
" Richard Rorty, "American Pride, American Shame," The Chronicle of Higher Education, 31
January 2003, BIO.
Since the writing of this paper the word embed has taken on new and somewhat disconcerting
meanings. I note this in order to record one of the small unforeseeable consequences of war.

